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Using course materials (of others)

- **Inspiration** (Retain)
- **Use as is** (Reuse)
- **Create** (Revise and Remix)
- **Share** (Redistribute)
End of the module

Colophon

This module is made for students of Wageningen University and is used in the various courses on Information Literacy taught by the library.

In this module we borrowed ideas from the tutorials of the University of California Libraries.
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Finding information for your research project
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This tutorial is largely based on:
Begin Research Online Workshop by University of California Irvine Libraries
&
The 'Information literacy' Modules at Wageningen University & Research Library
&
The Information Literacy E-learning courses at Erasmus University Library
&
Database Search Tips at MIT Libraries
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Reasons for sharing course material

- Not sharing is wasting time and money
- Others can build upon your work
- To get feedback from others
- To do something in return
- To improve education
- To increase your reach as a teacher
- To meet other teachers
- To make yourself more visible
- To be an example
- ...
Conditions for sharing material

- Other people need to know that you have materials to share
- You have to provide people with the material
  - By e-mail, if asked
  - On a network drive or server for your direct colleagues
  - Freely available online
- You have to define what others are allowed to do with the material
Making your material available online

- Youtube, Slideshare, Flickr, ...
- On a personal website
- On your institutional website
  - MIT OpenCourseWare, TU Delft OpenCourseWare
- On an OER platform
  - Wikiwijs, MERLOT, ...
OER platform

- Upload + Storage of your material
- (Community)
- Search system for OER:
OER platform

- Upload + Storage of your material
- (Community)
- Search system for OER:
Conditions for sharing material

- Other people need to know that you have materials to share
- You have to provide people with the material
  - By e-mail, if asked
  - On a network drive or server for your direct colleagues
  - Freely available online
- You have to define what others are allowed to do with the material
Creative Commons licenses

Permission for reuse of copyrighted material *given in advance*

From “All rights reserved” to “Some rights reserved”

- Attribution
- Share Alike
- Non-Commercial
- No derivative works

[http://creativecommons.org](http://creativecommons.org)
CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLIC DOMAIN</th>
<th>CC BY</th>
<th>CC BY-SA</th>
<th>CC BY-ND</th>
<th>CC BY-NC</th>
<th>CC BY-NC-SA</th>
<th>CC BY-NC-ND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **COPY & PUBLISH**:
  - You can redistribute (copy, publish, display, communicate, etc.)

- **ATTRIBUTION REQUIRED**:
  - You have to attribute the original work

- **COMMERCIAL USE**:
  - You can use the work commercially

- **MODIFY & ADAPT**:
  - You can modify and adapt the original work

- **CHANGE LICENSE**:
  - You can choose license type for your adaptations of the work.

Creative Commons licenses by Foter (CC BY-SA)
Library for Learning (L4L)

- No upload + storage, no community
- Search system for educational material made at Wageningen University & Research
Collections in the L4L

- Knowledge clips (wurtv2)
- Practical clips (practicumclips)
- MSc theses (Thesis Online)
- *Images, animations* (*Image Collections*)

- *Future: E-learning modules, MOOC knowledge clips*

Metadata for each item were collected (*indexed*)
L4L provides links to the materials in each collection
http://www.wur.eu/l4l
Library for Learning (L4L)

The Library for Learning (L4L) is a portal to search and find educational resources created by Wageningen teachers or students. The portal includes hundreds of knowledge clips and Master theses. Other course materials will soon follow. For teachers, the portal aims to be a source of inspiration and reusable material. For students, the portal is a collection of additional resources for their study.

Library for Learning

Search

Sources in the L4L

- Knowledge clips (wurtv2)
- MSc theses (Theses online)
- Practical clips (Practicumclips)

Following soon: Infographics.

In the spotlight

Recently the L4L started harvesting the Practical Clips collection, with more than 100 clips on lab training. Read the blog on the project ‘practical clips’:

Access and reuse

The L4L is publicly available. Everybody can search and find our educational materials, and reuse them as indicated by the Creative Commons license. Some

Latest news

- Library for Learning

Related sources

- Brandportal (login needed)
Taking small steps to sharing

- Can we make an OER search system and make course materials within Wageningen more visible? Yes, we can
- What about metadata?
- Can we support individual upload as well?
- Search system is open for the world, but a large part of the content has “WUR only” access
- Harvested by a national or international OER platform?

- Implication of open sharing: Use open content in slides
Questions?